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ABSTRACT The article presents an analytically rapid evaluation technique for interior permanent magnet 

(IPM) traction machines considering magnetic nonlinearity. First, a simplified model employing equivalent 

magnetic circuit together with winding function to determine no-load airgap flux density and dq-axis 

armature-reaction airgap flux densities for parameter determination is proposed. Then, a process loop is 

utilized for nonlinear magnetic analysis under full range on-load dq-axis currents. Using the obtained 

parameter information, losses/efficiency determination for tested machine could be achieved. It is shown that 

in the field-weakening (FW) operation region, the high-order synchronous flux density harmonics highly 

contributing to machine iron loss may also significantly contribute to magnetic saturation and therefore 

should be considered together with fundamental component for nonlinear magnetic analysis. In comparison 

to computationally expensive finite element analysis (FEA), sufficiently accurate parameters and efficiency 

for tested machine could be obtained within minutes. Thus, the proposed technique is very essential to 

rapidly evaluate a given design specification at the preliminary design stage where repeated adjustment on 

design specification is necessary for a multi-physics optimization achievement and with that, repeated re-

construction and re-evaluation of FEA model may be undesirable. The proposed method is validated by FEA 

for a high-speed high-power (15krpm/120kW) IPM traction machine. 

INDEX TERMS Efficiency determination, IPM machine, magnetic nonlinearity, parameter determination. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to their high efficiencies and good field weakening 

capabilities, interior permanent magnet (IPM) machines are 

often designed for traction applications [1], [2]. However, 

IPM machines are well-known for their highly nonlinear 

characteristics and therefore, computationally expensive 

finite element analysis (FEA) is often employed for 

evaluating a given design specification (i.e. parameter and 

efficiency determination). Obviously, at the preliminary 

design stage where repeated adjustment on design 

specification is necessary for a multi-physics optimization 

achievement and with that, repeated re-construction 

together with re-evaluation of the highly time-consuming 

FEA model may be undesirable, a reasonably accurate and 

fast technique for rapidly evaluating an IPM machine 

design specification without requirement of the highly time-

consuming FEA is highly essential. 

Analytical researches for IPM machine were presented in 

[3]-[17]. Air-gap field analysis of a line-start IPM machine 

for determination of dq-axis inductances and back-EMF 

was introduced in [3]. Synchronous reactance calculation 

for different PM synchronous machines was proposed in 

[4]. Compromised effect due to the outer-bridge on IPM 

machine air-gap flux density was reported in [5]. In [6] and 

[7], high fidelity equivalent magnetic circuit (EMC) models 

of IPM machine using network theory considering each 

stator iron slot segment, iron yoke segment, and main rotor 

iron region as a network element were proposed. To 

achieve an equilibrium operation point considering 

magnetic nonlinearity, multi-loop-variables represented for 

the network elements must be iterated within a process loop 

until a desired error level could be satisfied. However, only 

d-axis inductance as a function of d-axis current and q-axis 

inductance as a function of q-axis current were presented. 

In [8], EMC model was employed to predict IPM machine 

open-circuit airgap field distribution. On the other hand, 

winding function was utilized in [9]-[11] to calculate IPM 

machine armature-reaction airgap flux density. However, 

only dq-axis armature-reaction airgap flux densities for a 

given set of dq-axis currents were presented. It is noted that 
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the winding function technique was proven to be suitable 

for analyzing both IPM machines with distributed-winding 

configuration and fractional-slot concentrated-winding 

(FSCW) configuration, [10]. In [12], a simplified EMC 

model with an equivalent single conductor representing the 

whole machine winding for IPM machine inductance 

calculation was introduced. However, only no-load dq-axis 

inductances were presented. In [13], a high fidelity EMC 

model with 10 layers (1 to 72 nodes per layer) was 

introduced for computing the PM working points of an IPM 

machine under no-load and rated-load conditions. 

Combination of EMC model and exact conformal mapping 

technique for calculating IPM machine open-circuit airgap 

field distribution was proposed in [14]. Analytical models 

for IPM machine considering slot effect and cogging torque 

was introduced in [15] and [16]. However, only analysis 

result as a function of phase current (q-axis) was presented 

in [15] and analysis result of one specific operation point 

was shown in [16]. In [17], a high fidelity EMC model 

considering individual stator slot reluctances, segmented 

airgap reluctances, and segmented rotor reluctances was 

suggested. However, two separate nested-process-loops 

with multi-loop-variables must be solved for determining 

one operation point. As a result, computation time of the 

proposed method in [17] is only reduced by 30% compared 

with the FEA. To the best knowledge of the author, 

analytically rapid solution for sufficiently predicting IPM 

machine parameters from a given design specification 

considering magnetic nonlinearity under full range on-load 

dq-axis currents is quite limited and this is the main subject 

of the paper.  

For rapid efficiency determination of IPM machine, 

prediction of electromagnetic losses over torque-speed 

performance is essentially required. Analytical equations 

for IPM machine copper AC loss and windage losses were 

presented in [18]. In [19]-[21], IPM machine iron loss in 

deep FW operation which are mainly contributed by high-

order synchronous harmonic eddy-current loss was 

presented. Empirical validation of IPM machine copper and 

iron losses considering harmonic effects was introduced in 

[22]. Obviously, reliable electromagnetic loss estimation 

highly depends on accurate information of machine 

parameters.     

The main target of the paper is to develop a reasonably 

accurate and fast analytical evaluation technique for rapid 

parameter and efficiency determination of IPM traction 

machines considering magnetic nonlinearity under full 

range on-load dq-axis currents. The proposed technique 

achieves the objective for the studied IPM by 3 steps: 

1. Developing a simplified analytical model for 

determining dq-axis airgap flux densities from a given 

IPM machine design specification using EMC model 

(for determining the open-circuit airgap flux density) 

together with winding function (for determining the 

dq-axis armature-reaction airgap flux densities). The 

obtained fundamental components are used to calculate 

machine parameters. Under the proposed model, the 

average magnetomotive force (MMF) drops on the dq-

axis iron-cores are represented by the relevant dq-axis 

equivalent airgap lengths defined from the simplified 

EMC model. Thus, only a single loop-variable must be 

iterated within a process loop for nonlinear magnetic 

analysis of one operation point (see Fig. 7).  

2. Demonstrating the effects of the synchronous flux 

density harmonics on machine magnetic saturation 

under high-d-axis current and low-q-axis current (FW) 

operation region.  

3. Iterating the proposed simplified model considering 

synchronous flux density harmonics for nonlinear 

magnetic analysis over the full range on-load dq-axis 

currents to obtain the relevant machine parameter 

information. The obtained parameters are used to 

determine optimum dq-axis currents over torque-speed 

performance map and the relevant copper loss whereas 

the obtained synchronous flux densities are used to 

determine the relevant iron loss. The obtained loss 

information is employed to define machine efficiency. 

It is noted that determination of optimum dq-axis 

currents over torque-speed performance map was well 

presented in [1], [2] and [23] and is not discussed in the 

paper to avoid duplication.   

In comparison with high fidelity EMC model techniques 

[6], [7], [13], [17] where multi-loop-variables must be 

iterated within a process loop, the proposed method with 

only a single loop-variable is simpler and therefore could be 

employed for rapid nonlinear magnetic analysis under full 

range on-load dq-axis currents with a reasonably accurate 

level. Under the proposed method, sufficiently accurate 

machine parameters (up to 10% difference under extreme-

saturation and deep-FW operations), and efficiency (up to 

1% efficiency difference within main torque-speed 

operation region) of the tested IPM machine compared with 

FEA can be produced within minutes. Thus, the proposed 

technique is very essential to quickly evaluate a defined 

IPM machine design specification at the preliminary design 

stage where repeated adjustment of design specification is 

necessary for a multi-physics optimization achievement and 

with that, repeated re-construction together with re-

evaluation of the FEA model may be undesirable. The 

proposed method is validated by FEA for a high-speed 

high-power IPM traction machine.  
The remaining parts of the paper is organized as follows. 

The simplified EMC model for the proposed technique is 

described in Section II. Combination of EMC model and 

winding function to determine dq-axis airgap flux densities 

as well as parameters is introduced in Section III. Section 

IV demonstrates the necessary of considering the 

synchronous airgap flux density harmonics together with 

the fundamental component for nonlinear magnetic 

analysis. Loss determination for the studied IPM machine is 

discussed in Section V. Section VI provides analysis results 

from the proposed technique compared with resultant FEA 

acting as a benchmark. Some conclusions are discussed in 

Section VII.  
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TABLE 1.  Principal Design Specification of Tested IPM Machine [18] 

Symbol Design specification Value 

Bmr PM remanence (T) 1.217 

Dis Stator inner diameter (mm) 93.716 

Dos Stator outer diameter (mm) 155 

dstnd Strand diameter  AWG21 

lg Airgap length (mm) 0.728 

lib Rotor inner-bridge length (mm) 0.8 

lm Magnet length (mm) 5 

lob Rotor outer-bridge length (mm) 0.8 

lstk Stator stack length (mm) 160 

np Number of pole pair 4 

nslt Number of slot 48 

nstnd Number of strands per conductor 20 

nt Number of turn 32 

sdpt Stator slot depth (mm) 19.5 

sop Stator slot opening (mm) 1.73 

swg Stator slot wedge (mm) 0.543 

tdpt Slot tang depth (mm) 1 

twd Stator tooth width (mm) 3.72 

wm Magnet width (mm) 27 

ywd Stator yoke width (mm) 11.11 

αbr Flux barrier angle (elect. degree) 45.65 

αlm Flux barrier width angle (elect. degree) 17.4 

αpa Pole-arc angle (elect. degree) 133.5 

 
TABLE 2. Specifications of Tested IPM Machine [18] 
 

Continuous / Peak torque (Nm) 112.5 / 225 

Peak current (A) / DC-link voltage (V) 310 / 600 

Base / Maximum speed (rpm) 5850 / 15000 

Number of pole pair 4 

 
II. SIMPLIFIED EQUIVALENT MAGNETIC CIRCUIT FOR 
RAPID EVALUATION OF IPM MACHINES 

In [24], a sizing concept for IPM traction machine was 

proposed. By using the concept, a high-speed high-power 

(15krpm, 120kW) IPM traction machine has been designed 

and manufactured [18] as shown in Fig. 1 and the principal 

design specification together with symbol definitions are 

presented in Tables 1 and 2 (some tooth dimensions are 

defined in section III.D). The tested machine is equipped 

with single-layer distributed winding with a high current 

density (30.36A/mm2 with Imax = 310A) at the short-period 

overload peak torque as 225Nm associated with a peak 

fundamental airgap flux density as 1.25T and a relevant 

high-saturated tooth flux density as 2.04T [18]. 

A. SIMPLIFIED EQUIVALENT MAGNETIC CIRCUIT FOR 
PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

In Fig. 1(a), assuming both the rotor outer-bridge and inner-

bridge are always saturated with a similar flux density level 

Bsat, an equivalent rotor outer-bridge of which equivalent 

length is as lbrd = lob + lib represented for both the rotor 

outer- and inner-bridge could be defined with Abdg = lbdglstk 

is the equivalent rotor outer-bridge area. Using the 

equivalent rotor outer-bridge, according to [24], the 

machine geometry in Fig. 1(a) could be represented by a 

simplified EMC model for one-half machine pole pair as 

shown in Fig. 2(a) where 
sℜ , 

gℜ , 
bdgℜ , 

rtℜ , 
brℜ , 

mℜ , 

and 
rbℜ  are respectively the stator reluctance, the airgap 

reluctance in the pole-arc range, the equivalent rotor outer-

bridge reluctance, the rotor section on top PM reluctance, 

the rotor flux barrier reluctance, the PM reluctance, and the 

rotor section at bottom PM reluctance; ϕg, ϕbdg, ϕlkg, ϕmr, and 

ϕmr1 are respectively the airgap flux, the rotor leakage flux 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

FIG. 1.  Studied IPM traction machine [18]. (a) Geometries [see Table 1 for
symbol definitions, some tooth dimensions are defined in section III.D]. (b)
Machine prototype. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
FIG. 2.  EMC model for one-half machine pole pair [24], [25]. (a) Simplified
EMC model. (b) Further simplified EMC model. 
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passing through the equivalent rotor outer-bridge, the PM 

leakage flux passing through the flux barrier, the PM main 

flux, and the PM leakage flux passing through the PM. It is 

noted that the stator slot effects are neglected in the 

proposed simplified analytical model (i.e. assuming a 

smooth stator), [8]-[11]. It is also noted that the tested IPM 

traction machine is a single-layer rotor geometry and EMC 

model for IPM machine with multilayer-type rotor 

geometry could be found in [6]-[8]. 

B. DETERMINATION OF DQ-AXIS EQUIVALENT AIRGAP 
LENGTH CONSIDERING MAGNETIC NONLINEARITY 
[24], [25]   

For the simplified EMC model in Fig. 2(a), the effects of 

magnetic nonlinearity could be defined as a scaling 

reluctant factor krlt(d,q) introduced in the airgap length lg and 

represented for the average magnetomotive force (MMF) 

drop in the machine dq-axis iron-core [24], [25]. Due to its 

saturated characteristic resulting in its limited passing flux, 

effects of the 
bdgℜ on the machine average MMF drop 

could be neglected. Thus, an equivalent dq-axis iron-core 

reluctances 
( , )Fe d qℜ represented for the average MMF drop 

in one-half machine pole pair could be defined in (1) where 

lFe(d) = [2sdpt+ywd+(4/6)π(2Dis+sdpt-2lg)/(2np)-2lm] is the 

relevant d-axis average iron-core length, AFe = 

nslttwdlstk/(2np) is the iron-core area over one pole-pitch. 

Since the q-axis flux lines do not cross the PM [see Fig. 

3(b)], the relevant q-axis average iron-core length, lFe(q), is 

higher than lFe(d) a value as 2lm. It is noted that the factor 

(4/6) in the lFe(d) is the average ratio based on the number of 

slots per pole (6 slot per pole) for the tested machine. 

 
( , ) ( , ) 02 2 / ( )Fe d q s rt rb Fe d q rFe Fel Aµ µℜ ≈ℜ + ℜ +ℜ =  (1) 

On the other hand, the airgap reluctance in the pole-arc 

range is 
0/ ( )g g Ca gl k Aµℜ = with Ag = αpaDislstk/(2np) is the 

airgap area in the pole-arc range and kCa is the Cater factor 

[25], [26]. Based on the EMC model in Fig. 2(a), relevant 

scaling reluctant factors, krlt(d,q), represented for the average 

MMF drops on the dq-axis iron-cores over the airgap length 

could be expressed in (2).  

 
( , ) ( , )

( , )

( 4 ) / (4 )

1 ( / 2 )

erlt d q F d q g g

Fe d q is pa rFe g Ca slt wd

k

l D l k n tα µ

= ℜ + ℜ ℜ

= +
 (2) 

Result from (2) could be used to determine the dq-axis 

equivalent airgap length 
( )

eq

g dl and 
( )

eq

g ql as a function of the 

relative permeability, μrFe, considering the average MMF 

drops on the relevant dq-axis iron-cores as shown in (3).  

 ( , ) ( , )

eq

g d q g rlt d q Cal l k k=  (3) 

 
III.  PARAMETER DETERMINATION OF IPM MACHINES 

A. DETERMINATION OF NO-LOAD AIRGAP FLUX 
DENSITY Bgm AND PM FLUX LINKAGE Ψm 

By using (3), the EMC model in Fig. 2(a) is further 

simplified into Fig. 2(b) where klkg is represented for the 

PM leakage flux passing through the flux barrier which is 

very close to, but less than 1 [25]; ϕΣlkg = ϕlkg + ϕmr1 is the 

total PM leakage flux; 
0/ ( )mr mr m mr m mr mB A B lφ µ µ= = ℜ ; 

( ) 0 ( )/ ( )eq

g gm g gm g d rlt d gB A B l kφ µ= = ℜ ; Am = wmlstk is the PM 

area; 
bdg sat bdg sat bdg stkB A B l lφ = = . Based on Fig. 2(b), the 

relation between ϕg, ϕbdg , and ϕmr, is presented in (4) and 

(5). 

 
( ) ( )/ [1 ( / ) (4 / )]g mr rlt d g lkg m rlt d g bdgk k kφ φ= + ℜ ℜ + ℜ ℜ  (4) 

 
( )/ [2 ( / 2 ) ( / 2 )]bdg mr bdg rlt d g bdg lk mk kφ φ= + ℜ ℜ + ℜ ℜ  (5) 

Rearranging (4) to obtain (6) for determining the airgap 

flux density from the rotor PM, Bgm, where 

kA(M2G)=wm/[αpaDor/(2np)] is the ratio between the magnet 

and the airgap area; 
( 2 )B Gkℜ defined in (7) is the ratio 

between the equivalent outer-bridge reluctance and the 

airgap magnetic reluctance obtained by rearranging (5).  

 
( 2 )

( ) ( 2 ) ( ) ( 2 )[1 ( / ) (4 / )]

mr A M G

gm eq

rm g d A M G lkg m rlt d B G

B k
B

l k k l k kµ ℜ

=
+ +

 (6) 

 
( 2 )

( ) ( 2 )

( / )( / ) 2

(1/ 2 ) ( ) / (2 )

mr sat m bdg

B G

rlt d rm g Ca A M G m lkg

B B w l
k

k l k k l kµℜ

−
=

+
 (7) 

In practice, the no-load airgap flux density generated by 

the PM could be expressed as a piecewise function rotating 

synchronously with the rotor and aligning with d-axis as 

shown in (8) where θ is the electrical angular position in the 

stator reference frame measured from the axis of phase a; 

ωt is the instantaneous rotor angular position, v is the 

harmonic orders associated with the rotating rotor (v = 

1,3,5…), [26]. Based on (8), the fundamental PM flux 

linkage could be obtained using (9) where kB2ψ = 

(kwd(1)ntDislstk/np) is the flux density to flux linkage 

conversion ratio; kwd(1) is the fundamental winding factor 

[26]. 

 
_

sin( / 2)4
( , ) cos[ ( )]

pa

g PM gmB t B t
ν

να
θ ν θ ω

π ν
= −∑  (8) 

 
1 2 _ (1)m B g PMk Bψψ =  (9) 

B. DETERMINATION OF STATOR MMF AND DQ-AXIS 
ARMATURE-REACTION AIRGAP FLUX DENSITIES 

1) DETERMINATION OF STATOR MMF 
In general, the synthetic MMF, FsΣ(θ,t), generating by the 

three phase symmetric currents and winding function [9]-

[11], [26] could be obtained in (10) where Fs(h) = 

(3/2)[(4/π)kwd(h)nt/(h2np)]Im1 is the amplitude of the h-order 

harmonic  (h = 1,5,7,11…); kwd(h) is the relevant winding 

factor; Im1 is the current magnitude; φ is the phase current 

angle measured from the d-axis; kh = -1 for h = 6(m-1)+1; 

kh = 1 for h = 6m-1; (m = 1,2,3…). The relevant dq-axis 

MMF components, Fs(d)Σ(θ,t) and Fs(d)Σ(θ,t), are shown in 

(11) [10], [11], [26]. 

 
( )

( ) ( )

( , ) cos[( ) ]

( , ) ( , )

s s h h

h

s d s q

F t F h k t

F t F t

θ θ ω ϕ

θ θ

Σ

Σ Σ

= + −

= +

∑
 (10) 

 
( ) ( )( , ) cos( ) cos( )s d s h h

h

F t F h k tθ θ ω ϕΣ = +∑  (11.a)  
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 ( ) ( )( , ) sin( )sin( )s q s h h

h

F t F h k tθ θ ω ϕΣ = +∑  (11.b) 

In the ideal case without the rotor armature-reaction, the 

ideal dq-axis armature-reaction airgap flux densities, 

Bg(d,q)_armID(θ,t), could be defined as (12) [9], [26], [27].  

 
( , ) _ 0 ( , ) ( , )( , ) ( / ) ( , )eq

g d q armID g d q s d qB t l F tθ µ θΣ=  (12) 

In practice, due to the rotor barriers resulting in the rotor 

armature-reaction, the dq-axis armature-reaction airgap 

MMFs, Fg(d,q)_arm(θ,t), considering the dq-axis rotor MMFs, 

Fr(d,q)_arm(θ,t), could be expressed in (13) assuming the 

positive direction of the reference system is from rotor to 

stator [9]-[11], [27]. The result from (13) could be used to 

compute the dq-axis armature-reaction airgap flux densities, 

Bg(d,q)_arm(θ,t), (14).   

 
( , ) _ ( , ) ( , ) _( , ) ( , ) ( , )g d q arm s d q r d q armF t F t F tθ θ θΣ= −  (13) 

 ( , ) _ 0 ( , ) ( , ) _( , ) ( / ) ( , )eq

g d q arm g d q g d q armB t l F tθ µ θ=  (14)  

2) DETERMINATION OF D-AXIS ARMATURE-REACTION 

AIRGAP FLUX DENSITY 

Magnetic flux diagrams with the rotor located at the d- and 

q-axis is respectively represented in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) 

where a single conductor is employed to represent the 

whole machine stator winding [12]. In Fig. 3(a), for 

simplicity, both the flux lines passing through the 

outer/inner rotor bridges and the flux barrier could be 

neglected and the flux lines entering the pole-cap could be 

assumed to be equal to the flux lines passing out through 

the PM. On the other hand, since the upper and lower 

surface of the PM is surrounded by magnetic material, the 

magnetic potential of the PM could be considered to be 

constant referring to rotor position and therefore could be 

modeled as only a function of time. Thus, the relevant rotor 

magnetic potential waveform induced by the stator MMF 

could be expressed as a piecewise function rotating 

synchronously with the rotor and aligning with d-axis as 

shown in Fig. 4(a) and described in (15) where Ud_arm is the 

magnitude of the magnetic potential, [9]-[11]; v is the 

harmonic orders associated with the rotating rotor (v = 

1,3,5…).  

( ) _ _

sin( / 2)4
( , ) cos[ ( )]

pa

r d arm d armF t U t
ν

να
θ ν θ ω

π ν
= −∑  (15) 

Based on the continuity theory of the magnetic flux, the 

Ud_arm for the range (-0.5αpa, 0.5αpa) could be derived via 

(16) where r is the airgap radius, (Dor/2) ≤ r ≤ (Dis/2) [9]-

[11], [27]. For simplicity, r is selected as Dis/2 in the paper. 
0.5

_ ( ) _

0.5

( )

( , )

sin( / 2)
cos[( ) ]cos( )

/ 2

pa

pa

t

m

d arm g d arm stk

p t

s h pam

h

hm g pa

U B t rl d
n

F h
h k t

h

α ω

α ω

θ θ

α
ω ϕ

α

+

− +

ℜ
=

ℜ
= +
ℜ +ℜ

∫

∑
 (16) 

Substituting (15) and (16) into (14) to obtain (17) for 

determining the d-axis armature-reaction airgap flux 

density.  

( ) _ 0 ( ) ( )

( )

( , ) ( / ) cos( )[ cos( )

sin( / 2)
cos[( ) ]

/ 2

sin( / 2)4
cos[ ( )]]

eq

g d arm q d s h h

h

s h pam

h

hm g pa

pa

B t l F h k t

F h
h k t

h

t
ν

θ µ ϕ θ ω

α
ω

α

να
ν θ ω

π ν

= +

ℜ
− +
ℜ +ℜ

× −

∑

∑

∑

 (17) 

3) DETERMINATION OF Q-AXIS ARMATURE-REACTION 

AIRGAP FLUX DENSITY 

The q-axis armature-reaction flux lines passing through the 

flux barriers in Fig. 3(b) also result in a relevant rotor 

magnetic potential [10], [11]. For simplicity, its value could 

be considered as constant referring to rotor position and 

therefore could be modeled only as a function of time [10], 

[11]. Thus, the relevant rotor magnetic potential waveform 

induced by the stator MMF could be expressed as a 

piecewise function rotating synchronously with the rotor 

and aligning with d-axis as shown in Fig. 4(b) and 

 

(a)  

 

(b) 

FIG. 3.  Armature-reaction flux lines [12]. (a) Rotor is located at the d-axis.
(b) Rotor is located at the q-axis.   

 
(a) 

 

(b) 
FIG. 4.  Magnetic potential distribution [10], [11]. (a) In d-axis. (b) In q-axis. 
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described in (18) where Uq_arm is the magnitude of the 

magnetic potential; αlm is flux barrier width angle defined as 

a half of the different angle between the barrier-arc angle, 

βbr, and the pole-arc angle, αpa, [10], [11] [see Figs. 3(b) 

and 4(b)]; v is the harmonic orders associated with the 

rotating rotor (v = 1,3,5…). 

( ) _ _

4
( , )

cos( / 2) cos[ ( / 2) ]
sin[ ( )]

r q arm q arm

pa pa lm

F t U

t
ν

θ
π

να ν α να
ν θ ω

ν

=

− +
× −∑

 (18) 

Based on the continuity theory of the magnetic flux, the 

Uq_arm for the range (0.5αpa, 0.5αpa+αlm) could be obtained 

via (19) where Pbr = 1/[(1/ Pgbr(lm))-(1/ Pg(lm))] is the flux 

barrier permeance; ( ) 0 ( )/ ( 2 )eq

g lm is lm stk g q pD l l nµ αΡ = is the 

relevant airgap permeance; 

( ) 0 ( )( / ) ln[[( / 2) / ] 1]eq

gbr lm stk br p is lm br g ql n D lµ α α αΡ = + is the 

relevant equivalent permeance for both airgap and flux 

barrier [10], [11].  
0.5
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0.5

0

( ) ( )

( )
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2

( )
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stk
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h

h

U B t rl d
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rl

n l

F
h h h k t

h

α α ω

α ω

θ θ

µ

α αα
ω ϕ

+ +

+

=
Ρ

=
Ρ + Ρ

+
× + +

∫

∑

 (19) 

Substituting (18) and (19) into (14) to obtain (20) for 

determining the q-axis armature-reaction airgap flux 

density.  

( ) _ 0 ( ) ( )

0

( ) ( )

( )

( , ) ( / )sin( )[ sin( )

2

( )

sin( )sin[ ( ) ]
2 2

cos( / 2) cos[ ( / 2) ]4
sin[ ( )]]

eq

g q arm g q s h h

h

stk

eq

p g q br g lm

s h pa lmlm

h

h

pa pa lm

B t l F h k t

rl

n l

F
h h h k t

h

t
ν

θ µ ϕ θ ω

µ

α αα
ω

να ν α να
ν θ ω

π ν

= +

−
Ρ + Ρ

+
× + +

− +
× −

∑

∑

∑

 

 (20) 

C. DETERMINATION OF DQ-AXIS INDUCTANCES  

Based on the obtained dq-axis airgap flux densities in (17) 

and (20), the dq-axis inductance of IPM machine is 

determined as shown in (21) where kad(dq) is the dq-axis 

adjustment factors associated with the difference in the 

fundamental value between the actual dq-axis armature-

reaction airgap flux densities (17), (20) and the ideal case 

(12) [4], [26], [27]; Llk is the phase leakage inductance.  

 2

, ( , ) (1) 0 ( , )(3 / )( / ) / eq

d q lk ad d q wd t p is stk g d qL L k k n n D l lπ µ= +  (21) 

where

2

( )

(4 / )sin ( / 2)
1

[1 ( / )]( / 2)

pa

ad d

g m pa

k
π α

α
= −

+ ℜ ℜ
; 

0

( )

( )( )

sin[( ) / 2]sin( / 2)2
1

( )

4
[cos( / 2) cos[( / 2) ]]

pa lm lmstk

ad q eq

br g lmp g q

pa pa lm

rl
k

n l

α α αµ

α α α
π

+
= −

Ρ + Ρ

× − +

 

D. DETERMINATION OF LEAKAGE INDUCTANCE  
The leakage inductance Llk includes the phase slot leakage 

inductance, Lslk, and the phase end-winding leakage 

inductance, Lelk, [26], [27]. The total slot leakage 

inductance associated with 4 main leakage path 1 to 4 (see 

Fig. 1a) considering magnetic nonlinearity is presented in 

(22). The end-winding leakage inductance Lelk is small and 

is not presented in the paper.  

 

2 1

1 ( ) 2

( )

( ) 3 ( ) ( ) 4

2
[

3 (s )

2
]

3( )

dptslt

slk o tps

op sat op wd t sat

wg dpt wd

stk

wd t sat wd t wd b sat

tn d
L n

s k s k

s s
l

s k s s k

µ= +
+

+ +
+

 (22) 

where ksat1,2,3,4 is the scaling slot reluctant factors associated 

with relevant slot leakage flux path 1 to 4; 

ksat1=1+lslt1/(μrFesop); ksat2=1+2lslt2/μrFe(sop+swd(t)); 

ksat3=1+lslt3/(μrFeswd(t)); ksat4=1+2lslt4/μrFe(swd(t)+swd(b)); lslt1,2,3,4 

is the relevant slot leakage flux path length on iron-core 

(easily obtained from the slot geometries and not presented 

in the paper); ntps is the number of turn per slot per phase; 

sdpt(wd) is the slot depth of stator winding part; swd(t)/swd(b) is 

the top-/bottom-slot width; d1 is associated with the slot 

opening angle. 

IV. PARAMETER DETERMINATION CONSIDERING 
MAGNETIC NONLINEARITY  

A. EFFECTS OF SYNCHRONOUS HARMONICS ON 
MAGNETIC SATURATION OF IPM MACHINES 

Based on the rotating speed, the dq-axis armature-reaction 

airgap flux density components in (17) and (20) could be 

categorized into two main parts. The first part is linked with 

the fundamental MMF component (h = 1) and its relevant 

associated v-order rotor MMF components (v = 1,3,5…) 

rotating synchronously with the rotor. The second part is 

linked with the high-order MMF components (h ≠ 1) and 
their relevant associated v-order rotor MMF components (v 

= 1,3,5…) rotating asynchronously with the rotor. 

Therefore, the total airgap flux density of the tested IPM 

machine, Bg(θ,t), contributing by both the open-circuit 

airgap flux density rotating synchronously with the rotor (8) 

and the dq-axis armature-reaction flux densities, (17) and 

(20), could be rearranged into two separated components: 

BgSyn(θ,t) (synchronously component) and BgAsyn(θ,t) 
(asynchronously component), (23) and (24).  

 
_ ( ) _ ( ) _( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )gSyn g PM g d arm g q armB t B t B t B tθ θ θ θ= + +  

  with (h = 1)   (23) 
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( ) _ ( ) _( , ) ( , ) ( , )gAsyn g d arm g q armB t B t B tθ θ θ= +  

  with (h ≠ 1) (24)  

In terms of harmonic magnitudes, the Fs(h) element of the 

asynchronous armature-reaction h-order MMF component 

(h = 5,7,11…) and its relevant associated v-order rotor 

MMF components (v = 1,3,5…), (17) and (20), is 

respectively reduced by a factor as (kwd(h)/h) [see (10)] and 

(kwd(h)/h2) [see (17) and (20)] compared with the 

synchronous fundamental component (h = 1). It is noted 

that IPM machines are well-known for their high 

synchronous v-order open-circuit airgap flux density 

harmonics (v = 1,3,5…), Bg_PM(θ,t) [see (8)]. Since 

magnitudes of the asynchronous harmonics are significantly 

low compared with the synchronous harmonics, for 

simplicity, only the synchronous airgap flux density 

harmonics are considered for nonlinear magnetic analysis in 

the proposed technique (see Fig. 9). In the next section, it 

will show that the synchronous 3rd order harmonic highly 

contributes to magnetic saturation under high-d-axis current 

and low-q-axis current operation (see Fig. 5). It is also 

noted that the high-order synchronous flux density 

harmonics in (23) are essential for iron loss determination 

[20], [21]. 

Substituting (9) and (21) into (23) and rearranging to 

obtain the relation between machine parameters, machine 

design specification in Table I, and dq-axis v-order 

synchronous airgap flux density harmonics (v = 1,3,5…), 

(25) and (26).   

 ( ) ( )( , ) cos[ ( )]gSyn d gSynD v

v

B t B tθ ν θ ω= −∑  (25) 

where
( ) 1 ( ) 2( ) /gSynD v m m d d BB L i k ψψ= +  for (v = 1) and… 

( )1

( )

( )

2

4 sin( / 2)
[ ]
sin( / 2) ( / 2)

sin( / 2)1

m d d pam m

gSynD v

pa ad d m g pa

pa

vB

L i
B

k

k ψ

αψ
α π α

να
ν

ℜ
= −

ℜ +ℜ

× ∑
  

for (v  ≠ 1)  
 

( ) ( )( , ) sin[ ( )]gSyn q gSynQ v

v

B t B tθ ν θ ω= −∑  (26) 

where
( ) ( ) 2( / )gSynQ v m q q BB L i k ψ=  for (v = 1) and… 

( )0

( )

( ) ( )

2

sin[ ]sin( )
8 2 2

( )

cos( / 2) cos[ ( / 2) ]1

pa lm lm

m q qstk

gSynQ v

p g br g lm ad q

pa pa lm

B

L irl
B

n l k

k νψ

α α α
µ

π

να ν α να
ν

+

= −
Ρ + Ρ

− +
× ∑

  

for (v  ≠ 1) 
Results from (25) and (26) could be employed to 

compute the synchronous airgap flux density BgSyn(θ,t) in 

(27) where 2 2

( ) ( ) ( )gSynH v gSynD v gSynQ vB B B= + and γv is the 

relevant harmonic angle computing from dq-axis 

synchronous harmonic magnitudes. 

 
( )( , ) cos[ ( ) ]gSyn gSynH v vB t B t

ν

θ ν θ ω γ= − −∑  (27) 

The average synchronous stator tooth flux density BtSyn(t) 

could be obtained in (28) by integrating the BgSyn(θ,t) over a 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

FIG. 5.  Total airgap flux density considering all harmonics obtained from 
FEA. (a) Fundamental harmonic. (b) 3rd order harmonic. (c) 5th order
harmonic. (d) 7th order harmonic. 
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stator slot-pitch [20], [21], [26] where αt = 2πnp/nslt is the 

tooth pitch angle. 

 
( )

( )

sin( / 2)
( ) cos( )

( / 2)

cos( )

is t

tSyn gSyn v v

wd slt t

tSyn v

v

D
B t B t

t n

B t

ν

ν

π να
νω γ

να

νω γ

= −

= −

∑

∑
 (28)  

On the other hand, the synchronous flux density in the 

stator yoke BySyn(t) could be considered as constant over the 

radial direction and therefore its average value could be 

obtained in (29) by integrating the BgSyn(θ,t) over a full 

period [20], [21], [26]. 

 
( )

( )

sin( / 2)
( ) cos( )

2

cos( )

is

ySyn gSyn v

wd p

ySyn h

v

D
B t B t

y n

B t

ν
ν

νπ νω γ
ν

νω ϕ

= −

= −

∑

∑
(29) 

For magnetic saturation analysis, magnitudes of total 

airgap flux density fundamental and selected high-order 

harmonic components obtained from FEA under full range 

on-load dq-axis currents are presented in Fig. 5. It is noted 

that the 3rd order harmonic magnitude is only contributed 

by the synchronous component and the 5th and 7th order 

harmonic magnitudes are mainly contributed by the 

synchronous components as aforementioned. It is also 

noted that the tested machine maximum fundamental airgap 

flux density is 1.25T (2.04T tooth flux density) and all the 

operation points higher than 1.25T in Fig. 5(a) are only for 

evaluating the proposed method under extremely high flux 

density condition. As can be seen, in the operation region 

with high-d-axis current and low-q-axis current, the 3rd 

order harmonic magnitude could be comparable and even 

higher than the fundamental component under some 

specific operation conditions, Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). In 

addition, the 5th and 7th order harmonic magnitudes are also 

considerably high, Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). This phenomenon is 

in good agreement with (25) where it is shown that an 

increase of d-axis current may result in an increase of the d-

axis high-order synchronous harmonic magnitudes (v = 

3,5,7…). Thus, the high-order synchronous airgap flux 

density components should be considered together with the 

fundamental component for nonlinear magnetic analysis. 

On the other hand, Fig. 5 also shows that for a given d-axis 

current, when the q-axis current increases causing the 

fundamental flux density to be increased and becomes 

significantly high compared with the high-order harmonic 

magnitudes, the high-order harmonic magnetics becomes 

reduced. This phenomenon could be explained by the 

increase of magnetic saturation level due to the increase of 

the fundamental component. Obviously, the effects of the 

high-order airgap flux density harmonics on the magnetic 

saturation may become limited if their magnitudes become 

lower than the fundamental component. Due to the space 

limitation, other harmonics are not presented in the paper 

but similar conclusions are also obtained.  

For the simplified EMC model in Fig. 2, the fundamental 

component of the BgSyn(θ,t) in (27) over a full space period 

is often employed for magnetic saturation analysis. Based 

on the total RMS theory [26], the equivalent total 

synchronous airgap flux density considering high-order 

synchronous airgap flux density harmonics over a full space 

period for magnetic saturation analysis could be derived 

from (27) as shown in (30) (v = 1,3,5,7…). As can be seen, 

the high-order harmonic airgap flux densities are 

significantly contributed to the BgSynΣ when their 

magnitudes are comparable or higher than the fundamental 

component and become limited when their magnitudes are 

significantly lower than the fundamental value. 

 2

( )gSyn gSynH

v

B B νΣ = ∑  (30) 

In electric machines, the magnetic saturation level in the 

iron teeth is often higher than the iron yoke [26], [27]. 

Thus, using (28), the equivalent tooth flux density BtSynΣ for 

magnetic saturation analysis could be defined in (31).  

 is

tSyn gSyn

wd slt

D
B B

t n

π
Σ Σ=  (31) 

B. CONSIDERATION OF MAGNETIC NONLINEARITY ON 
MACHINE PARAMETER DETERMINATION 

For magnetic nonlinearity consideration, a process loop 

using BH curve of the selected material (M270-35A) [28], 

Fig. 6, to determine the relevant μrFe(id,iq) from the obtained 

tooth flux density BtSynΣ (31) under different dq-axis 

currents applied is proposed in Fig. 7. As can be seen, the 

process loop consists of two iterative loops, an outer loop 

for processing different sets of dq-axis currents and an inner 

loop for determining the relevant μrFe(id,iq) from the 

obtained BtSynΣ associated with one set of dq-axis currents. 

It is noted that when the tooth flux density under the 

process loop is higher than 1.85T, Fig. 6, the relevant μrFe 

becomes significantly low. This may lead the inner loop to 

an unsatisfactory equilibrium point. In practice, electric 

machine is often not designed for continuous operation with 

a flux level higher than 1.9T (only for short-period overload 

operation, e.g. a maximum peak tooth flux density as 2.04T 

for the tested IPM machine) to avoid low efficiency 

performance [26], [27]. Therefore, iterative deviation at 

tooth flux level higher than 1.9T [H is higher than around 

30(kA/m), see Fig.6] may not significantly affect the 

proposed method. 

At first, an initial value (7900 for M270-35A) for the no-

load μrFe_Int (id = 0 and iq = 0) is selected to compute the 

initial no-load parameters using (9) and (21). Then, the 

obtained initial parameters are utilized together with μrFe_Int 

to calculate the initial tooth flux density BtSynΣ (0) at step(0) 

associated with the relevant dq-axis current set using (31). 

Based on the BH curve, the revised initial μrFe(0) could be 

derived. These values are utilized as the inputs for an inner 

iterative loop terminating at the step (k+1) when the 

absolute difference between BtSynΣ(k) and BtSynΣ(k+1) is 

below a desired error ε. To maintain a smooth iterative 

process, a damping factor k1=0.8 is employed [7]. For 

avoiding infinite loop issue, a maximum step kmax is utilized 

as a break condition. The results obtained from the inner 

loop for the given set dq-axis currents will be stored in the 
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look-up table (LUT) and then employed as the inputs for 

the next outer loop with a new set of dq-axis currents.  

The obtained synchronous airgap flux densities under the 

proposed method in (27) using the process loop in Fig. 7 

are presented in Figs. 8. It is noted that the conversion 

factor from the fundamental airgap flux density to the tooth 

flux density is computed as 1.6301 using (28). Comparison 

between Figs. 8(a) and 5(a) presents a good agreement 

between FEA and the proposed method for a fundamental 

airgap flux density up to 1.1T (1.793T tooth flux density 

FIG. 6.  BH curve of employed magnetic material (M270-35A) [28].  

 

FIG. 7.   Process loop for proposed rapid evaluation methodology.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
(c) 

 

(d) 

FIG. 8.  Synchronous airgap flux density obtained from proposed method
[see (27)]. (a) Fundamental harmonic. (b) 3rd order harmonic. (c) 5th order 
harmonic. (d) 7th order harmonic. 
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using the conversion factor). For the airgap flux density 

higher than 1.1T, despite the aforementioned inner loop 

deviation issue associated with high magnetic saturation, 

Fig. 6, an acceptable agreement with a difference up to 10-

15% could still be obtained for the proposed method at iq = 

300A, id is from -300A to 0A [1.25T to 1.4T airgap flux 

density, 2.04T to 2.28T tooth flux density using the 

conversion factor, H is around from 100(kA/m) to 

200(kA/m) under FEA, see Figs. 5(a) and 6]. It is noted that 

the tested machine maximum fundamental airgap flux 

density is 1.25T (2.04T tooth flux density) and all the 

operation points higher than 1.25T presented in Fig. 5(a) 

are only for evaluating the proposed method under 

extremely high flux density condition. Fig. 8 also shows a 

considerable match for the high-order synchronous 

harmonics under the proposed method compared with 

relevant FEA results, Fig. 5. It is also noted that the 

obtained good match for the fundamental component highly 

demonstrates the necessary of considering the high-order 

synchronous harmonics for nonlinear magnetic analysis. In 

the next section, highly deviated parameters obtained from 

the process loop without considering the high-order 

synchronous harmonics will be presented [see Figs. 11(a), 

12(a), and 13(a)]. The obtained high-order synchronous 

flux density harmonics are also essential for iron loss 

determination [20], [21]. To further demonstrate the 

proposed method, airgap flux density waveforms of the 

tested machine under loaded condition (id = -100A, iq = 

100A, tooth flux density as 1.8T) considering all harmonics 

[see (8), (17), and (20)], only synchronous harmonics [see 

(25), (26)], and FEA are presented in Fig. 9 where 

acceptable matches between the proposed method and FEA 

could be observed. 

V. LOSS DETERMINATION 

A. IRON LOSS DETERMINATION CONSIDERING 
SYNCHRONOUS HARMONIC EDDY-CURRENT LOSS 

Based on the flux densities obtained from the process loop, 

Fig. 8, the machine stator iron loss PlossFe [1], [26] could be 

computed in (32) where PFeHys, PFeEd, and PFeEx is 

respectively the hysteresis component, the eddy current 

component considering high-order synchronous flux 

density harmonics (v = 1,3,5,7…) [see (28), (29)] [20], [21], 

and the exceeding component; VtFe and VyFe is respectively 

the stator tooth and stator yoke volume; f is the operating 

frequency; khys, ked, and kex is respectively the relevant 

hysteresis, eddy current, and exceeding coefficients 

extracted from the manufacturer datasheet [28]. As 

contribution of rotor iron loss in total IPM machine iron 

loss is quite limited (10 to 15%) [18], an assumption for 

10% contribution of rotor iron loss in total machine iron 

loss is utilized.     

 2 2

(1) (1)( )FeHys hys tFe tSyn yFe ySynP k f V B V B= +  (32.a) 

 2 2 2 2 2

( ) ( )( )FeEd ed tFe tSyn yFe ySynP k f V v B V v Bν ν
ν ν

= +∑ ∑  (32.b) 

 1.5 1.5 1.5

(1) (1)( )FeEx ex tFe tSyn tFe ySynP k f V B V B= +  (32.c) 

Iron loss of the tested machine under different dq-axis 

currents at 5000rpm using the proposed method and FEA is 

presented in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b). As can be seen, in 

comparison with the FEA, an acceptable iron loss for the 

tested IPM machine up to a fundamental airgap flux density 

level around 1.1T (1.793T tooth flux density) [see Fig. 5(a)] 

could be achieved. For flux density higher than this level, 

due to the inner loop deviation associated with extreme 

magnetic saturation (see Fig. 6), a difference up to 20% 

iron loss could be observed at iq = 300A and id is from -

300A to 0A [1.25T to 1.4T airgap flux density, 2.04T to 

2.28T tooth flux density using the conversion factor, H is 

around from 100(kA/m) to 200(kA/m) under FEA, see Figs. 

5(a) and 6]. It is noted that since electric machine is often 

not designed for continuous operation with a flux level 

higher than 1.9T (only for short-period overload operation, 

e.g. a maximum peak tooth flux density as 2.04T for the 

tested IPM machine) to avoid low efficiency performance 

[26], [27], up to 20% iron loss deviation at tooth flux level 

from 2.04T to 2.28T may not significantly affect the 

proposed method. Similar conclusions could also be 

obtained for the tested IPM machine under other speed 

levels up to the maximum speed (15krpm). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
FIG. 9.  Airgap flux density waveforms under proposed method and FEA (id 
= -100A, iq = 100A). (a) D-axis flux density. (b) Q-axis flux density. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

FIG. 10.  Iron loss under proposed method and FEA for tested machine 
at 5krpm. (a) Proposed method. (b) FEA.    

B. COPPER LOSS DETERMINATION CONSIDERING 
TEMPERATURE VARIATION AND AC LOSS 

In [18], calculation of stator winding resistance considering 

temperature variation and AC loss, Rs(T,f), was presented as 

shown in (33) where rtc is the copper resistivity temperature 

coefficient; ∆T is the delta temperature; T0 is the reference 

temperature; T is the conductor temperature; ρCu(T0) is the 

copper resistivity at T0; kAC(T,f) is the ratio between the DC 

and AC resistance. Since the machine strand diameter, 

Table I, is selected to mitigate the switching frequency at 

12kHz, dstnd is also smaller than the skin-depth δ(T,f) 

associated with the operating fundamental frequency 

(1kHz) at the maximum speed (15krpm). Under this 

specific condition, kAC(T,f) could be simplified as (34) [25]. 

Results obtained from (33) could be employed to compute 

the copper loss, PlossCu, at a given torque-speed operation 

point using the optimum operating dq-axis currents [i.e. 

maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) control at low-speed 

region and FW control at high-speed region] [18].  

 
( , ) ( 0) ( 0) ( , )(1 / )s T f tc Cu T s T AC T fR r T R kρ= + ∆  (33) 

 2 2

( , ) ( , ) ( , )1 (1/ 9)( / ) ( / )AC T f dpt T f stnd T fk s dδ δ≈ +  (34) 

VI. VALIDATION OF PROPOSED RAPID EVALUATION 
TECHNIQUE  

The proposed technique is validated with the high-speed 

high-power (15kRPM, 120kW) IPM traction machine 

presented in Fig. 1 and Table I using FEA results as a 

benchmark. To obtain a high-accuracy result, the FEA 

model is solved with 0.5 electrical degree step for different 

dq-axis currents from 0 to Imax (negative id) with 10A step. 

In terms of the computation time, the developed FEA 

model has a total 15499 elements requiring a couple of days 

to obtain the full parameter information. In comparison, the 

proposed method takes only a couple of minutes to obtain 

the full parameter information with limited computer 

resource [3 minutes for a computer equipped with an i7-

M4810MQ CPU, the inner loop desired error ε is selected 

as 1%, the maximum step kmax is set as 100 steps, dq-axis 

current is varied from 0 to Imax (negative id) with 1A step]. 

Therefore, the proposed model is very essential to quickly 

evaluate a defined machine design specification without the 

requirement of FEA. 

The machine parameters obtained under the process loop 

(see Fig. 7) without and considering the high-order 

synchronous flux density harmonics for nonlinear magnetic 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

FIG. 11.  PM flux linkage. (a) Process loop (Fig. 7) without considering 
synchronous flux density harmonics. (b) Proposed method. (c) FEA.   
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analysis together with relevant FEA results is respectively 

presented in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 for the PM flux linkage 

and dq-axis inductances. As can be seen in Figs. 11(a), 

12(a), and 13(a), under the high-d-axis current and low-q-

axis current operation region, in comparison with FEA 

results, high deviation on parameters obtained under the 

process loop without considering the synchronous flux 

density harmonics for nonlinear magnetic analysis could be 

observed. On the other hand, Fig. 11(c) shows a good 

agreement between FEA and the proposed method for the 

PM flux linkage with id =0 and iq is from 0 to 300A. It is 

noted that the PM flux linkage under the proposed method 

is varied as a function of both dq-axis currents [see Fig. 

11(b)] whereas it is only assumed as a function of q-axis 

current with id = 0 [see Fig. 11(c)] under FEA and the 

variation of the PM flux linkage due to d-axis current will 

be introduced into the d-axis inductance [see Fig. 12(c)]. 

However, an acceptable agreement could still be obtained 

for the d-axis inductance under the proposed method [see 

Fig. 12(b)] compared with FEA. In addition, comparison 

between Figs. 13(b) and 13(c) shows that a significant 

agreement in the q-axis inductance could be achieved for 

the proposed method. It is noted that Figs. 13(b) and 13(c) 

highly presents the magnetic saturation effects on the q-axis 

inductance under high-d-axis current and low-q-axis current 

operation. To further demonstrate the proposed method, the 

differences in the dq-axis inductances compared with FEA 

are shown in Fig. 14. As can be seen, the proposed method 

could obtain dq-axis inductances with up to 10% difference 

under extreme magnetic saturation and deep FW operation. 

It is noted that the tested machine maximum fundamental 

airgap flux density is 1.25T (2.04T tooth flux density) and 

  

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

FIG. 12.  D-axis inductances. (a) Process loop (Fig. 7) without considering 
synchronous flux density harmonics. (b) Proposed method. (c) FEA. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

FIG. 13.  Q-axis inductances. (a) Process loop (Fig. 7) without considering 

synchronous flux density harmonics. (b) Proposed method. (c) FEA.    
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all the operation points higher than 1.25T [see Fig. 5(a)] are 

only for evaluating the proposed method under extremely 

high flux density operation [i.e. H is around from 

100(kA/m) to 200(kA/m) under FEA, see Figs. 5(a) and 6]. 

Using the obtained parameters, the copper loss for the 

full torque-speed operation map [1], [18] is presented in 

Fig. 15(a) with the FEA result is shown in Fig. 15(b). It is 

noted that determination of the optimum dq-axis currents 

from the obtained parameters for torque-speed operation 

map were well presented in [1], [2] and [18] and are not 

discussed in the paper to avoid duplication. As can be seen, 

in the low-speed low-torque operation region, copper loss 

under the proposed method is significantly matched with 

the FEA. However, in the low-speed high-torque extreme 

saturation region (175-225Nm), a higher than expected 

copper loss could be observed, Fig. 15(a). In addition, in 

the high speed operation region (12.5-15krpm), a higher 

than expected copper loss could also be noticed. On the 

other hand, iron loss over torque-speed operation map for 

the tested machine is shown in Fig. 16(a) and relevant FEA 

results is depicted in Fig. 16(b). As can be seen, in the high 

speed operation region (12.5-15krpm), a higher than 

expected iron loss compared with the FEA could be 

observed. However, since the tested IPM machine is under 

high power operation mode in the extreme saturation and 

deep FW operation regions, loss calculation deviation in 

these operation regions may not significantly affect the 

machine efficiency determination. Based on the obtained 

 

(a) 

  

(b) 

FIG. 14.  Difference between proposed method and FEA results. (a) D-axis 
inductance. (b) Q-axis inductance.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

FIG. 15. Copper loss map (W). (a) Proposed method. (b) FEA. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

FIG. 16.  Iron loss map (W). (a) Proposed method. (b) FEA.  
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loss maps, relevant machine efficiency map is presented in 

Fig. 17(a). In comparison with the FEA result [see Fig. 

17(b)], a very similar efficiency for the tested IPM machine 

could be achieved for the proposed method, with up to 1% 

efficiency difference within the main torque-speed 

operation region [see Fig. 17(c)]. Moreover, the efficiency 

measurement of the tested IPM machine could be found in 

[29] where a good match between the measurement and the 

proposed rapid evaluation method could be observed.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

In the paper, a reasonably accurate and fast analytical 

evaluation technique for rapid parameter and efficiency 

determination of IPM traction machines considering 

magnetic nonlinearity under full-range on-load dq-axis 

currents is presented. The main contributions of the paper 

are highlighted as follows 

1. A simplified analytical model with sufficient accuracy 

for rapid evaluation a given IPM machine design 

specification.  

2. The necessary of considering high-order synchronous 

flux density harmonics for nonlinear magnetic analysis. 

Under the proposed technique, sufficiently accurate 

parameters (up to 10% difference under extreme-saturation 

and deep-FW operation conditions) and efficiency (up to 

1% efficiency difference within the main torque-speed 

operation region) for the tested IPM machine compared 

with the FEA could be produced within minutes. Thus, the 

proposed technique is very essential to quickly validate a 

defined IPM machine design specification at the 

preliminary design stage without the requirement of the 

FEA.  

It is noted that the simplified analytical model in the 

paper is developed for a particular IPM machine 

configuration with single-magnet layer rotor. Since the 

EMC model and winding function for IPM machine with 

multi-magnet layer rotor could be obtained by modifying 

the single magnet layer rotor EMC model [6]-[8], the 

proposed method is equally applicable to IPM machines 

with multi-magnet layer rotor.  

Future work will include consideration of the simplified 

analytical model for IPM traction machines with FSCW 

configuration. Since winding function methodology was 

proven to be suitable for analyzing both IPM machines with 

distributed-winding configuration and FSCW configuration 

[10], the proposed method employing a simplified EMC 

model together with the winding function could be 

modified for FSCW IPM traction machine by considering 

the subharmonic spatial airgap flux components [30], [31] 

for magnetic saturation analysis and loss determination.  
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